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â€¢ 60 Solved Issue and Argument topics with strategies to be used as benchmark  â€¢ Expert

Strategies and simplified methods to produce focused responses  â€¢ Scoring Guides for Issue and

Argument tasks as per the GRE Guidelines  The material in this book is intended to help you

prepare for the Analytical Writing section of the revised GRE test. During the test, you will be asked

to respond in writing to two different types of prompts. One, Analyze an Issue, requires you to follow

specific directions as you take a position on a statement, claim, or recommendation. The other,

Analyze an Argument, requires you to follow specific instructions as you determine the strengths

and/or weaknesses presented in an argument. Since you will have limited time to develop your

responses, some preparation for the test will be helpful. The Analytical Writing Measure is just one

part of the GRE, but, combined with your scores on the other parts of the test, helps to predict your

ability to be successful in graduate school.  This book contains thirty sample Analyze an Issue

essays and thirty sample Analyze an Argument essays along with the rubrics, prompts and tips to

use when writing your own essays. The pre-writing activities demonstrate how the writer selected a

point of view and created evidence to use in developing the responses. You should notice a variety

of approaches, from using first-person point of view to employing historical and literary references.

These are just suggestions. Your own experience, reading, and course work may lead you to take

different approaches. Keep in mind the specific directions, the rubric and your own experience in

writing at the college level.  Is this not enough? Get 60 more essay solutions in GRE Analytical

Writing: Solutions to the Real Essay Topics - Book 2.
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I wanted to be prepared for the GRE essays before sitting for the exam and in my search for a good

book,found this book on . It had decent reviews so I thought of giving it a try and I think it is

worthevery cent. The essay topics are explained in a simple, clear language. After that, the author

lists manypoints that will give trigger to your thought process. So, you have the points from the

authorplus your own points combining which you can write a pretty decent essay. To add to it, there

is a sampleessay also given for each Issue/Argument. I would read through the sample essay once

to get an ideaof how do I organize my thoughts. The book has worked wonders for me. Even for the

topics not covered in the book,now I know exactly how should I go about organizing my thoughts

and writing an essay that would get me a scoreof 6 :)

I had read good reviews about this book on magoosh, so thought of purchasing it. The book starts

with an introduction to the analytical writing section, then explains Analyze an Issue task and

Analyze an Argument task including scoring patterns for both. It gives strategies for writing Issue

and Argument tasks. It then takes 30 Issue topics and guides us to write an essay on each of those

topics - strategies include how to interpret the topic, different positions that can be taken for the

topic in question, ways to support the position you take, examples and more. At the end, a sample

essay is also given which can be used as a benchmark. After the Issue topics, 30 Argument topics

are covered. Again, each topic is followed by strategies and a sample essay. The author has

addressed many possible positions of an Issue, assumptions in an argument, evidences required

and questions to be answered making the writing task look easy as pie. Thanks for the

recommendation magoosh.

Had heard good reviews about this book, thought of giving it a shot. Bought kindle edition as returns

are easy. Read this one very quickly as my exam is very near, and I don't want to return this book.

Will refer to this atleast 2-3 times before my real GRE next week.Thank you

Worth every penny! This new edition of GRE Analytical Writing by Vibrant Publishers has 60 solved

AWA essays. Most of the solutions are bang on! All these topics are from the official GRE essay list,

so the probability of one of these essays coming in your actual GRE is very high. Infact in my GRE, I



was asked one of the Issue topics that was already solved in this book. Having already read the

solution had two advantages, 1) I had good idea of how to go about writing the essay and 2) I felt lot

more confident and all my exam stress went away. I will give this book 5 stars!

The official list of GRE AWA topics has many topics with different instructions. I had practised

writing on a few topics but was never able to understand how to follow the exact instruction they

give and develop my essay based on that instruction only. This book came to my rescue. It has

covered topics with all different instructions and explained clearly how to go about writing essays for

the specific instructions. Reading through the 60 topics, unambiguous, well reasoned and sound

strategies and straightforward, to the point and coherent essays made my prep complete.

Great book to help prepare for the GRE essays!! Very helpful strategies and the essays are also

detailed. I have read through only few topics yet but will definitely read through all of them. If I get

the time to read all the 60 Issues and Arguments, there'll be no looking back. I am glad I made this

purchase.

Plenty of information and strategies for the GRE analytical writing section, 30 Issue topics with steps

to take towards writing each essay, sample essays, 30 Argument topics with pre-essay writing

strategies, again sample essays. Simple language, clear guidelines, persuasive essays. Do we

need anything more for a Perfect score!

Really helpful
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